SOUL GONE HOME

BY LANGSTON HUGHES

PAPA'S DAUGHTER

BY DOROTHY AHMAD
Cast for 'PAPA'S DAUGHTER' by Langston Hughes

May .................. Marie Anne Balthard
Lee .................. Bobbie Blake
Papa .................. Alexander Folk

Cast for 'OBSCURE CONSCIOUSNESS' by Dorothy Ahmed

Mother .................. Bobbie Blake
Son .................. Admiral Arnold
Ambulance Ien ........ Pat Kennedy
.................. Steve Habershaw

PRODUCTION STAFF
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Technical Director .......... Sam Fontana
Assistant Director .......... Arthur Graham
Stage Manager .............. Ben Greene
Production Assistant .......... John Day
Lights ...................... Samuel Hyman
Sound ........................ Steve Roth
Props ......................... Muriel Wagner
Costume Coordinators ......... Tom Callas
................................ Nancy Penn
................................ Phillip Eaton
Publicity Director ............ Angie Rosales
House Managers ............... David Kofman
................................ Steve Rogers
Faculty Supervisors .......... Charles Vasser
................................ Donna Tollefson